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AI is the new IT:
Evidence of the signal - Annually published AI papers by Region

Source: Elsevier (Scopus)

(From the Artificial Intelligence Index – 2018 Annual Report)



General AI 
RevolutionaryThe evolution of AI

AI Foundations

Broad AI
Disruptive and pervasive

We are here

2050 and beyond

True neuro-AI

Cross-domain learning
and reasoning

Broad 
autonomy

Wisdom of an AI crowd

Narrow AI
Emerging

Deep learning

Single-task, single-domain, 
with superhuman accuracy

Requires large amounts 
of labeled data

Learning + reasoning

Multi-task, multi-domain,
multi-modal

Learns with 
much less data



Research is creating the future of 
broad AI

Scaling AI Trusting AIAdvancing AI

Novel technologies
across the computing stack
and along the full lifecycle  that 
make AI faster, easier and able 
to scale to larger and more 
complex problems.

Novel techniques to 
instrument key dimensions 
of trust and enable AI 
solutions that inspire 
confidence.

Powering advances in 
perception, reasoning and 
understanding to help AI 
address complex 
human-like tasks.



The pillars of trust
Trusting AI

Is it accountable?Is it easy to understand? Is it secure?Is it fair?

TransparencyExplainability Adversarial RobustnessFairness



Building more 
trustworthy AI systems 
is not only a research question, it’s a 
business imperative!



Accelerating and de-risking AI creation and deployment
Scaling AI

Monitor & AnalyzeDeployTest & RefineTrainPrepare Data

Operationalizing Trust

Continuous Improvement
of the KPI

Hummer et al., “ModelOps: Cloud-based Lifecycle Management for Reliable and Trusted AI”, IC2E 2019a



AI for AI

We use machine learning
to automate 
AI model improvement.
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Advancing AI



Advancing the field of AI through grand challenges
Advancing AI

2019

1959

1992

1997

2011



Essential for Business

Project Debater pushes the frontiers of AI 
to facilitate intelligent debate so we can 
build well-informed arguments and make 
better decisions.

Beyond current technology

Debating and arguing are far more open-
ended activities

Question Answering provides only factual 
information

Search Engines will take you half the way

In debate there is no natural scoring 
function

Decisions

In a world filled with complex problems, 
a wealth of information and a culture of 
misinformation, it is critical that we build 
fact-based, persuasive arguments 
through deeper exploration of ideas.
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What the world is saying 



Modeling human dilemmas

Modeling the world of human 
controversy and dilemmas in a 
unique knowledge graph, 
enabling the system to suggest 
principled arguments as 
needed 

Listening comprehension

The ability to identify the key 
concepts/claims hidden in long 
continuous spoken language. 
Compared to conventional AI 
systems, which typically listen 
and respond to simple 
commands articulated via 
individual concise sentences

Data-driven speech writing 
and delivery

Debater is the first 
demonstration of a computer 
that can digest massive 
corpora, and given a short 
description of a controversial 
topic, write a well-structured 
speech, and deliver it with 
clarity and purpose
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The technologies that power Project Debater



Project Debater 
Speech by Crowd –
digest users arguments 
to support or contest 
a controversial topic.



Speech by Crowd

ibm.co/sbc

Project Debater



Key Takeaways

• You fail quickly, and learn fast with AI
• AI doesn’t replace us; it makes us better
• Human-Imitative AI isn't the Right Goal
• Future? “the wisdom of AI crowd’?
• Interconnected network of agents and data, assisting 

decisions?
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